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STEEL DOOR DESIGNS. SIDE HINGED OR UP & OVER
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Satin chrome Euro lock

ADLINGTON PAGE 12

Antique Euro lock

New Euro Lock Finish Options.

Textured Powder Coat Finishes

Signal White

Vandyke Brown

Jet Black

Light Ivory

RAL 9003

BS08B29

RAL 9005

RAL 1015

Cobalt Blue

Moss Green

Ruby Red

Anthracite Grey

RAL 5013

RAL 6005

RAL 3003

RAL 7016

Woodgrain Laminate Finishes.
Rivington and Cartmel only.

Golden Oak

Rosewood
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SIDE HINGED

DERWENT

DERWENT CENTRE SPLIT

UP & OVER

DERWENT RIGHT SPLIT

DERWENT CANOPY - 3 PANEL

DERWENT PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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DERWENT RETRACTABLE - 4 PANEL

MARPLE

SIDE HINGED

MARPLE RIGHT SPLIT

MARPLE RETRACTABLE - 3 PANEL

MARPLE RETRACTABLE - 4 PANEL

UP & OVER

MARPLE CENTRE SPLIT

MARPLE PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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SIDE HINGED

LANGDALE

LANGDALE RIGHT SPLIT

UP & OVER

LANGDALE CENTRE SPLIT

LANGDALE RETRACTABLE - 3 PANEL

LANGDALE PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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LANGDALE CANOPY - 4 PANEL

BOWDON

SIDE HINGED

BOWDON CENTRE SPLIT

BOWDON RIGHT SPLIT

UP & OVER

BOWDON CANOPY - 3 PANEL

BOWDON RETRACTABLE - 4 PANEL

BOWDON PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Window options see pages 7&8
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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LITEBECK WINDOW OPTIONS FOR BOWDON & DUNHAM

DECRA TRIM WINDOW ACCENTS

Add visual interest to your windows with a variety of easy-to-snap-in
Decra Trim Inserts. Glazing available in dimple glass.

Sunray

Cascade

Wagon Wheel
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Cathedral

Stockton

Plain

Waterford

DECRA GLASS WINDOWS

Add a touch of elegance with Decra Glass or add
flair with a splash of colour.

Pearl Drop

Rose

Tulip

Bluebell

Riviera

Tiara

Chalet

Victorian

DECRA LEAD™ WINDOWS

Enhance your window with one of our stylish leaded patterns

Austrian

Georgian

Crystal

Diamond

Swiss

Vista
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SIDE HINGED

DUNHAM

DUNHAM CENTRE SPLIT

DUNHAM CANOPY - 3 PANEL

DUNHAM RETRACTABLE - 4 PANEL

UP & OVER

DUNHAM RIGHT SPLIT

DUNHAM PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Window options see pages 7&8
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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CARTMEL

SIDE HINGED

CARTMEL RIGHT SPLIT

CARTMEL RETRACTABLE

CARTMEL CANOPY

UP & OVER

CARTMEL CENTRE SPLIT

CARTMEL PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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SIDE HINGED

RIVINGTON

RIVINGTON CENTRE SPLIT

RIVINGTON RETRACTABLE

RIVINGTON CANOPY

UP & OVER

RIVINGTON RIGHT SPLIT

RIVINGTON PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Wicket door for retractable doors.
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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NEW - ADLINGTON

SIDE HINGED

ADLINGTON RIGHT SPLIT

ADLINGTON RETRACTABLE

ADLINGTON CANOPY

UP & OVER

ADLINGTON CENTRE SPLIT

*Over 8ʼ6” doors will have centre vertical joining strip

ADLINGTON PERSONNEL

Build Options:
Bi fold for side hinged.
Euro-locking for side hinged.
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CANOPY GEAR
Canopy gear operates with overhead torsion spring and
vertical tracks fixed directly to the frame. Therefore there
are no tracks suspended from the ceiling and full drive
through clearance is gained between the frame. Multipoint
locking with secure Euro - profile cylinder and user friendly
T handle, centred in the top third of the door.

RETRACTABLE GEAR
Retractable gear offers smooth operation and balance and
is ideal for electric automation. Multipoint locking with
secure Euro-profile cylinder and user friendly T handle,
centred in the bottom third of the door. Wicket doors are
an optional extra available for the Rivington design,
suitable for manual operation only.

SIDE HINGED
Available as centre or off centre split. The access door has
a brass effect night latch and can be positioned to either
side. Centre split doors are suitable for electric
automation, whilst for manual doors; stays are available
to secure opened doors. Other optional extras include
Euro lock with lock bars, Brass or Satin steel hinges,
Bi- folding door.

FRAME DETAIL
All doors up to 9' (2743) wide are available with pre-fitted
steel frame. The majority of operating gear is factory fitted
for quick installation. Steel frames are finished in one of
our powder coat colours and offer a strong, low
maintenance alternative to timber.
Frame dimensionSides- 60mm (23/8') wide
Head - 56mm (21/4') deep.

56mm

60mm
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SPECIFICATION

SIDE HINGED DOORS
Unless specified otherwise at the time of order, doors will be made as follows:First opening door to be on right as viewed from outside.
Certain sizes will require the use of infill panels - see table.
Side hinged doors opening out only will have draught seal to sides and top internally.
Clear opening of steel frame will be 40mm less in width and 20mm less in height than frame
opening size. (Please note the depth of door panel may also reduce clear opening if the
opening travel of door leaf is restricted.)
Lock mechanism will be Roller Bolt Night Latch.
Tower bolts will be fitted to top and bottom of 2nd leaf.
PERSONNEL DOORS
Unless specified otherwise at the time of order, doors will be made as follows:Doors will open out with hinges on the left hand side as viewed from outside.
Certain sizes will require the use of infill panels - see table.
Lock mechanism will be Roller Bolt Night Latch.
RETRACTABLE DOORS
Locking will be 2 point slam latch with euro profile lock. Handle in the bottom third of the door
panel.
Drive through clearance will be reduced by mechanism - measurements can be calculated once
door sizes are known.
CANOPY DOORS
Locking will be 3 point slam latch with euro profile lock. Handle in the top third of the door
panel.
In fully open position top of door will reach 52” into the garage from the back of the frame.
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SELECT STEEL WARRANTY

Select Garage Doors Ltd provides a 5-year limited warranty
against manufacturing defects from date of purchase.
In the event of a claim, please contact the distributor who
originally supplied the product, who will then supply details of
the claim along with the proof of purchase to Select garage
doors Ltd. Valid claims will be repaired or replaced at our
discretion. We do not accept costs for dismantling and
installation nor for carriage.
Subject to the following conditions:
Operating gear
All products must be installed in accordance with installation
instructions.
Moving parts should be lubricated regularly to ensure smooth
operation. This should occur at least bi-annually along with a
visual inspection of any parts subject to wear. If wear is
detected you must contact your supplier immediately. A
qualified engineer must inspect and carry out
repairs/replacements as necessary. DO NOT ATTEMPT THIS
YOURSELF, AS THIS COULD BE POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS.
Appearance
During the manufacturing process it is inevitable that some
distortion in the panels will occur. The factory applied finish
may be subject to minor blemishes or slight inconsistencies.
A visual inspection should be carried out in natural daylight
(not direct sunlight), from a distance of 3 metres to view the
overall appearance.
Any minor marks, distortions, indentations, scuffs or blemishes
will not be covered by warranty.

Finish Warranty: Primed steel doors must receive a suitable exterior topcoat
immediately after installation, in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions. It is recommended a matt or semi
gloss is used, as high gloss will exaggerate any distortions.
This coating is not covered by warranty.
Factory finished powder coating is covered for FIVE years.
Minor chips or scratches which result in cosmetic or surface
corrosion are not covered.
Laminate wood grain finish is covered for 5 years.
Surfaces must be freely exposed to washing by rainfall and
kept clear of bird droppings, accumulated dirt and debris.
The door and frame should be kept free from impact damage,
scratches and other surface abrasions. Damage, corrosion or
discolouration caused by contact with an excessively salty
atmosphere, abnormal elements within the building or from
pollution, chemicals, or caustic substances is excluded from
warranty.

The company reserves the right to make alterations in design
and manufacture as are deemed necessary without
notification.
Note:
Our products are not suitable for use as gates on external
installations.

